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ABSTRACT

Often, software projects are enhanced based on clients' requests or companies' policies. This process happens in the maintenance phase of the project. The maintenance phase of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) occurs after the product is in production. Maintenance of software can include software upgrades, repairs, and fixes. The required changes are mentioned in the form of change request (CR) which is given to the developers who calculate the impact of changes on the software application. The effect must be assessed without modifying the software application. The change impact analysis is one such way that helps in assessing the impact.

It takes time for the developer to analyze the change request and the software application to identify the required changes. In addition, impacts of the changes need to be identified, which requires more time for the developer. And also there is a high chance of missing the impacts due to manual effort. Rather, we can use an automated tool that does the change impact analysis within less time and give more accurate results.

The objective of this paper is to develop and test the automated CIA Tool (StaticPy) that performs the change impact analysis. With the help of the tool developer will have an idea of the changes to be made. This will reduce the cost and time.

So, this paper proposes a Change Impact Analysis Tool (CIAT) - StaticPy that helps to identify the impacted files, methods, fields, and elements that are affected because of the proposed changes. CIAT takes a change request and project repository GitHub link as input. Then the tool does static analysis on the given repository and forms a data structure. This data structure contains all the details of the impacted elements. From the data structure, we display the information of affected files, methods, fields, and impacted line numbers in the files. StaticPy has been developed and tested using four different software applications. The average accuracy of the tool is 97.8%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the Software development life cycle, once the developed software is tested properly it goes to production. Once the software is up and running, it often requires continuous maintenance. Any software application or product developed will go through the maintenance phase. Software developers and programmers perform regular patches and updates as needed in the maintenance phase to address the changes in the company's or client's requirements. Throughout the maintenance phase, developers address different issues and try to add or remove certain functionalities in the project. Software ripples occur when one change impacts at least one other area of a software system after a change in one area. Below are the few real problems.

- Huge manual effort
- High probability of missing the files due to manual intervention
- Additional efforts by the developers
- Overall reduction of resolved change Requests.
- Impact to Customer Business value

The CIA tool will help in addressing the client’s requirements. It helps the developer at the first level...
to have an idea of how many changes are expected to be made for the given change request.

Unknown effects were found to be the main barrier to making new changes in a recent survey. [1].

As the file system gets bigger, it gets harder to manually identify changes’ effects. Thus, increasing the significance of the Change Impact Analysis. CIAT is a way to predict the possible areas of effect. For example, the affected files and elements will be listed. The proposed CIA tool (StaticPy) will help to identify the affected files, methods, and lines of code in the file system in most applications.

The proposed tool (StaticPy) works for python, C++, Java and C applications.

This paper is presented as follows: Section-2 presents the related work; Section-3 describes about the proposed work, algorithm and the evaluation metrics. Section-4 shows the experimental results, Section-5 concludes the proposed work and Section-6 proposes the future work.

2. RELATED WORK

The following are the Change Impact Analysis methods already existing.

2.1 Following the edges of the system dependence graph (SDG) is the method used in CIA. Nodes representing actual and abstract program elements are found in an SDG, while edges are used to encode control and data dependencies [18]. G (f) is a directed graph of a function f. It is modeled as a directed graph. Class members, variables, constants, and other data components are represented by the nodes. The edges show how various data components are related to one another. Configuration-awareness requires representing the program's variability in the SDG. It made use of a conditional system dependence graph (CSDG), a variation of the SDG that shows variability as presence conditions. The relationships between classes form a network graph.

The system dependency graph extends earlier dependency representations by including collections of procedures. Data dependencies are relationships between program statements that define data [21]. If a statement in a program returns a value that is used, directly or indirectly, by another statement, it is data dependence. Data dependency graphs are used to represent these dependencies.

Data flow analysis provides dependency information about the data movement in the software system. It made use of a conditional system dependence graph (CSDG), a variation of the SDG that shows variability as presence conditions.

Consider a C program that has four changes as depicted in Figure 1.

```
void a() {
    b();
    c();
    d();
}

void b() {
    void b() { void b() {
        e();
    } }
}

void c() {
    void c() { void c() {
        var5=5;
    } }
}

int d() {
    int d() { int d() {
        return 0;
    } }
}

int e() {
    int e() { int e() {
        return 0;
    } }
}

int f() {
    int f() {
        var1=0;
    } }
```

Figure 1: Depicting changes in a C program.

The change history for the functions in the C file is shown in Figure 2. It shows what kinds of changes were made to the file: addition, deletion, or modification. The dependence graph of function a() after C3 change is represented in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Depiction of the change history for the functions of the example system. The rows correspond to the functions and the columns to the changes, A.M.D are, respectively, Added, Modified and Deleted. Exit is not included because it is a C library function, external to the system being maintained.
The System Dependence graph is also called Change Impact Graph (CIG) as it represents the change impact on other functions. Each node in the CIG can be of any three types mentioned below. Firstly, Unaffected Node No changes have been made to this function, nor have the functions it calls. A Changed type affects other functions in the source code as a result of the changes made. Lastly, the Affected type is one whose source code has not changed, but at least one of its methods has.

2.2 By identifying common modelling and analysis techniques, the CIA expanded the Karlsruhe Architectural Maintainability Prediction (KAMP) approach for architecture-based study of change impact in many domains. Using a SAMM model instance, the KAMP Maintainability tool estimates cost and change effort for a change request [16]. SAMM is an open framework for forming and implementing software security strategies. To achieve software goals, software architecture plays an important role. It estimates re-implementation costs along with re-deployment and upgrade costs for a given architecture. By using explicit architecture models, it evaluates maintainability for concrete change requests [17].

Additionally, it provides guidance in investigating estimation supports such as code and design properties, team organization, development environment, etc. As a second step in calculating change efforts based on semi-automated work plans and bottom-up effort estimation. As a software management and development tool KAMP is advantageous. Software management like reimplementation, updating, installation is taken into consideration. The first phase is the top-down phase, in which the change requests are categorized into several change tasks and then the bottom-up phase, in which the effort involved in performing each change task is estimated. This approach demonstrates how change effort estimation may be integrated into a technique for predicting architectural maintainability, and it forecasts maintainability using change requests. The Maintainability Analysis Process has three different phases as shown below in figure 4[16]. As part of the preparation phase, a software architect sets up a description of software architecture for each architectural alternative. An Architecture Model is created for each Architecture Alternative.

The second step of the preparation process is to describe the proposed change requests. There should be a name, an explanation of the change cause and a list of existing architecture elements affected by the proposed change in the description. Following this phase is the maintainability phase, which involves estimating change effort for every change request and every architecture alternative. Interpreting the results, comparing calculated change effort and enriching them are all done in the Result Interpretation phase. Costs of software re-development as well as the costs of software management are considered for estimation.

2.3 Another model of CIA is based on Static Program Slicing for Industrial Software Systems. The calculation of static impact takes into account the static data gathered at compile time [19]. As a result, the computed set will be bigger than the calculated set using run-time data. It is a valuable tool for evaluating the impact of newly committed changes on a program using static program slicing. Without executing a program, static program analysis techniques gather information about the structure, as well as the run-time behavior of a program.
A program slice represents a specific behavior within a program by reducing the program to a set of statements (the slice) [7]. With this technique, only a portion of the program must be changed to generate a specific program behavior. The goal is to reduce the effort required to understand and maintain the program, by only considering a part of it. The quality and availability of regression tests are not constraints on static slicing. Different types of Programs Slicing techniques are: static slicing, dynamic slicing, simultaneous dynamic slicing, Quasi static slicing, and Amorphous slicing [22].

2.3.1 Static slicing
In terms of program reachability, static slicing can be expressed using a program dependency graph. Using the slice, all PDG verticals from which the given criterion can be reached are considered. Starting at the slicing criterion, a backward traversal of the program's control flow graph (CFG) or PDG is performed to gather statements and control predicates. Forward slices represent the set of statements that depend on the slicing criterion, with each statement being "dependent" on it. Using this tool, we can predict what changes will be brought about by the slicing criteria in that program.

2.3.2 Dynamic Slicing
Statements in static slices do not influence the values of variables in the execution. A program's execution may be affected by the value inputted. When the program is running, the input it received is inspected, but just the statement that caused the failure is looked at. Variables that may be affected by statements can be found using dynamic analysis. It benefits from managing arrays and pointers in real time. Dynamic slicing treats each array element independently, whereas static slicing treats each array element as an array as a whole.

2.3.3 Simultaneous Dynamic Slicing
A New slicing technique combines test case slicing with program slicing. In simultaneous dynamic program slicing, a set of test cases is applied simultaneously to the dynamic slicing technique, yielding executable slices valid only for a single parameter [22].

2.3.4 Quasi static slicing
A hybrid slicing technique is a combination of static and dynamic slicing. It is called Quasi static slicing. While static slicing analyzes the code during compile time without knowing the input variables, dynamic slicing analyzes the code at run time. Practically, quasi slicing analyzes the code without knowing the input variables.

2.3.5 Amorphous Slicing
By syntax-preserving slicing techniques, the program statements are discarded based on the slicing criteria and the syntax remains unchanged despite slicing. By contrast, amorphous slicing involves any program statement.

In comparison to all other slicing techniques the slices formed are very small.

There are two main types of program slicing: static program slicing or dynamic program slicing, which removes statements that have no effect on a certain point of interest. There are two fundamental static analysis-based program slicing approaches. Backward slicing was proposed by Weiser. Control-flow graphs (CFGs) are used for backward slicing analysis, which identifies areas of a program that contain bugs to assist developers. As a result of backward-slicing developers can locate the parts of their program that contain bugs by analyzing control-flow graphs (CFGs).

Similarly forward slicing was proposed by Horwitz et al. Instead of slicing a CFG, they slice its dependency graphs. Executable slices are syntactically correct slices that produce executable programs that exhibit a portion of the original program's behavior. All statements and language constructs in P that may affect the values of variables in V at location L are considered backward slices of P. Figures, for example, represent the location of the program (L, V) as a forward slice of P [20]. The backward slice in relation to the slicing criterion is shown below (3, z).In debugging, backward slicing can identify statements that cause a particular error state, while forward slicing can identify the code that may change.

```
1. x := 6
2. y := 5
3. z := y - 1
4. r := x + z
5. z := x + y
```

Figure 5: Original Program
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Problem Statement: To develop an automated CIA tool (StaticPy) that helps to identify the impacted files, methods, and fields that are affected due to the proposed changes.

In this section will discuss the proposed work, proposed algorithm and the evaluation metrics used.

3.1. Proposed Work

There are three ways to do CIAT. They are as follows:
1) Regular Expressions
2) Tokenizer
3) Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)

In this proposed work, Tokenizer is chosen among the three because of the following reasons:

i) Regular expressions can be difficult to write correctly and maintain for different language files because each language has different syntax and semantics.

ii) In Regular expressions, it is next to impossible to detect edge cases in all circumstances.

iii) In AST, it only works for Python, and it also requires syntactically valid Python (with a few minor exceptions).

iv) Tokenizer can work with incomplete or invalid Python.

v) Using Tokenizer edge cases can be avoided.

Thus, in this paper tokenizer is chosen for its benefits and usability for all the languages.

3.2. Proposed Algorithm

Input: change ticket, GitHub repository link of the application

Output Objectives:

i) Affected file names
ii) Affected elements in the files
iii) Line numbers of affected lines

The following is the list of existing Change Impact Analysis tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROSE</td>
<td>Detects coupling between items based on version history</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALGORITHM

Input:

TokenList1: List of tokens generated from restructured data using the Treebank tokenizer function.

TokenList2: List of keywords extracted from the Yake tool from a ticket raised by the user.

Output:

ResultArray: list of affected elements from the given ticket.

Algorithm:

LineNumber: = 1
D[ ] empty dictionary
ResultArray[]

ForEach word : File.Line do:
    If (word=='
') do:
        LineNumber: += 1
    Else If word in TokenList1 do:
        D[word] := D.get(word, []).add(LineNumber)
    End If
End For

ForEach keyword: TokenList2 do:
    Temp: = D.get(keyword)
    ResultArray.add (Temp)
End For

Display (ResultArray)

The following diagram shows the overview of the proposed methodology.

Figure 9: Overview of proposed methodology

1. To get started with the tool, you need to install all the required packages and modules.

2. Then the repository is cloned from the given GitHub link.

3. Then restructure the cloned files by changing the self, this, etc. with their respective class name. For this go through the file and find all the places where the class keyword exists. Then the algorithm checks the text to the right of it and extracts the class name. Then in the code following the location where the class keyword is found i.e., in the entirety of that class, we replace the self (for python), this (for C++, java) etc. with the extracted class name.

4. In order to prevent the CIA from evaluating the remarks, the data has now been reorganized by eliminating them. This step must be done without modifying the total length of the code. For this each file is checked for comments with the help of regex. As there are 2 types of comments in all the major languages. They are: Single line comments and multi-line comments. Both these comments are identified and replaced with an unused symbol without altering the number of lines in the file.

5. Then restructure the data by removing the unwanted symbols, which may cause unwanted results while creating the data structure. For this, a regex is used to find these symbols and replace them with an identifiable and unused token.

6. Now tokenize these files and find the spans of each token. For this Treebank tokenizer is used. The StaticPy tool uses regular expressions to tokenize the given content in the file. It assumes that the text has already been split into sentences.

   i. It treats punctuation as a separate token.

   ii. It splits at a full stop at the end of sentence.

   iii. When there are commas between quotes, spaces must come after them.

Tree Bank Tokenizer is imported into the project from nltk module of Python.

Figure 10: TreeBank Tokenizer Examples
7. The number lines for these tokens are calculated. For this, the number of new line characters in the file before the token is calculated. With the help of this, you can get the line number of the token.

8. Then the algorithm starts filling the data structure which is a dictionary with key value pairs. The keys are tokens, and values are their spans in the entire file. Here in a repository, different files can have the same token, so the algorithm is designed to also add the filename along with the span to individually identify them.

9. Next find all the related elements of these tokens. For this go to the span location by traversing through the dictionary then check if that’s a valid location and then check for its references, assignments, etc. which all get affected based on the change of this token and add them as values to the token in the data structure along with their line number and file name.

10. Then the algorithm takes the change ticket, for the ticket given assuming the person issuing the ticket has basic knowledge of the code base. For example, these tickets can be considered as Jira tickets. Now, we need to extract keywords from the ticket. For keyword extraction yake keyword extractor is used.

3.2.1. YAKE

It stands for yet another keyword extractor. It is an unsupervised automatic keyword extraction algorithm that is very efficient at extracting meaningful keywords in a corpus. It works by giving probability to each word, which depicts how meaningful the word is. The lower the probability, the better the chances that the word is meaningful. It doesn't depend on corpus nor does it need to be trained on a particular set of documents. It follows a 5-step process [2] which is depicted below:

11. Then, using global data structure, perform a breadth-first search to find all references to keywords in all the project’s files and store the results in a result array.

12. Step-11 is repeated for all the extracted keywords and updates the result array.

13. Finally, the affected elements from the result array are displayed.

3.3 Evaluation Metrics

The following is the confusion matrix [1, 3] used to calculate the Evaluation metrics- Accuracy, Precision and Recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Class</th>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>TN (True Negatives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>FN (False Negatives)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 12: Confusion Matrix](image)

A measurement, calculation or specification is accurate if the result conforms to the standard or value required.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{truepositive} + \text{true negatives}}{\text{total examples}}
\]

A precision can be defined as the percentage of predicted positive cases that are correctly classified as positives.
This is a measure of what proportion of actual positive cases are correctly classified as positive.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{truepositives}}{\text{truepositives} + \text{falsepositives}} \]

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{\text{truepositives}}{\text{truepositives} + \text{falsenegatives}} \]

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The values TP, TN, FP, FN are calculated as follows:

TP (True Positive): If the tool predicts a line number to be affected which is actually been affected when validated manually.

TN (True Negative): Consider a case as TN when a line number predicted by a tool is not affected and the line number is actually not affected when verified manually.

FP (False Positive): Consider a case as FP when a line number predicted by the tool is affected, and the line number is actually not affected when verified manually.

FN (False Negative): Consider a case as FN when a line number predicted by the tool is not affected, and the line number is actually affected when verified manually.

i) Number guessing game written in Python
ii) Library Management System written in Python.
iii) A Book Reader App written in C++.
iv) Text Based Adventure Game written in Java.

While testing the StaticPy tool, the results were calculated using the tool and verified with the manually calculated results.

The following is an example (snippet) showing how the Accuracy is calculated in the number guess game for tickets having the data “Change lower.”

Using these standards as metrics, the results for the following projects are calculated:

![Figure 13: Application – Code snippet](image1)

The tool predicted 1 TP, 27 TN, 1 FP, and 0 FN values, as seen in the image above.

In the above Code Snippet, shown in figure. 13,

- Due to the absence of information on the 'lower' attribute, Line-1 is TN.
- Line-4 refers to TP as we have information about the 'lower' attribute.
- Line-8 is FP since it contains information on lower attributes, but it's misleading because we are trying to change the value of only the lower attribute.
- Other than that, all lines are TN, since there is no information about 'lower attribute' in them.

The output given by the developed tool for input ticket “change lower” is as follows:

![Figure 14: Output of Developed CIA Tool for give code snippet depicting elements, files and lines affected.](image2)
Various tickets are tested for each of the above-mentioned four applications to evaluate their metrics.

Fig. 15 The image below shows the True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN) and the Accuracy for different tickets raised on the Number Guess Game application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticket/Req</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change limit</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change lower</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change upper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change randint</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Metrics for number guess game tickets.

The below graph Fig. 16 shows the Accuracy of the tickets mentioned in Fig. 15. The average accuracy is 97.3%.

The True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN) and the Accuracy of different tickets are calculated for the Book Reader application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticket/Req</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Update GetBook Method in BookReadingSession Class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Next Page Method BookingReadingSession Class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change var.pages and recheck code</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17: Metrics for book reader application.

The below graph shows the accuracy of the Book Reader Application for the tickets mentioned in Fig. 17.

Figure 18: Accuracy graph for book reader application.

The average accuracy for Book Reader Application is 98.7%.

The accuracy calculated for the Library Management Application using the True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN) for various tickets is shown in the figure below (Fig. 19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticket/Req</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase fine by 50%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change the username</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase interest counter by 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change value of day as previous day</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Metrics for library management application.
The accuracy graph for the Library Management application is shown in the below graph Fig. 20.

![Accuracy graph for library management application](image)

**Figure 20: Accuracy graph for library management application.**

The average accuracy for Library Management Application is 98.3%.

The below figure Fig. 21 shows the accuracy calculations of the java application which is Text based Adventure game application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticket/REQ</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>ACCURACY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialize position with 100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialize the maxHp to a random value</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change value of hpzomb from 7 to 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change the atk and defence base values to 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.954</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 21: Metrics for text-based adventure game application**

The accuracy of different tickets raised in Java application is plotted in the following graph.

![Accuracy graph for text based adventure game application](image)

**Figure 22: Accuracy graph for text based adventure game application**

The average accuracy for Text Based Adventure Game Application is 97.1%.

We determined the accuracy of the developed CIA tool (StaticPy) by averaging all four applications, accuracy values that were tested with the developed tool. The above four were the best applications that produced the best accuracy numbers.

The average accuracy of the above applications tested using developed StaticPy CIA Tool is 97.8%.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper is primarily focused on developing an automated change impact analysis tool (StaticPy). The tool was developed and tested using four different software applications in different languages. The average accuracy of the tool is 97.8%. StaticPy uses change request (ticket) and the application repository as input to determine the impact of the changes on the application. With the help of the proposed tool the developer will have an idea about where the changes are expected to be made, the amount of work to be done for a change request and plan the work accordingly.

The proposed tool uses Static analysis - tokenizer concept, and intermediate data structure for change impact analysis. ROSE and ImpactMiner use static analysis and dynamic analysis techniques to determine the impact of code changes on the system [26-27]. Both the tools apply data mining to version histories to predict Change impact Analysis.

The proposed work does static analysis, i.e., assuming the project is complete and up and running. StaticPy is implemented in python3. It takes the GitHub repository links (the application link) and change request (ticket) as input. Then it gives all the affected elements, file names and line numbers as the output. The accuracy may change from application to application.

Accuracy was determined by comparing the results produced by the CIAT with those obtained through manual testing. The developed tool has been tested on Python, C++ and Java applications. Comparing the developed tool with existing tools, the tool was tested against applications that other papers have tested. Number guess and a library management system were the applications. The tool was tested on the same applications and it produced better results than the previous ones which had an average accuracy of 93% and the proposed tool
(StaticPy) average accuracy is 97.8%. The proposed tool (StaticPy) can be used to find the change impact analysis of different languages, for example- python, C++, Java.

6. FUTURE SCOPE

The CIA Tool developed can be improved by improving the keyword extraction algorithm. During the formation of the data structure, using improved tokenizer and spans can improve accuracy. In the future if there are better algorithms, they can help improve accuracy even more.

Further if there are ways to traverse a GitHub repository without cloning, then that helps to decrease the storage space required. Right now, there is no support for scanning specific parts of code or specific files against the ticket, which could also provide that functionality and improve the features of the tool.
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